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By SARAH JONES

Retailers often overestimate what is necessary to create a positive customer experience and drive loyalty, aiming for
a deeper emotional connection than consumers expect, according to a new report from InMoment.

Brands believe that consumers feel stronger emotions when having a positive shopping experience, and they also
underestimate the severity of consumers' feelings when they are dissatisfied. When it comes to loyalty, consumers
are most apt to return to brands that deliver "satisfaction," with that emotion outranking all others.

"Despite the move toward a more customer-centric view, many brands still construct their 'promise' with little or no
input from customers, and then don't revisit the promise for years and even decades over which the customer and
the marketplace may have evolved," said Dr. Paul Warner, vice president, consumer and employee insights at
InMoment.

"In this age of the customer, both co-creation and co-evolution of brand promise, and how it's  executed, is
essential," he said. "It's  not that brands need to change their promise with every new customer trend. However, they
must ensure the promise is relevant, and tied to what customers value most -- what makes brands truly unique and
valuable in the eyes of the customer.

"This study revealed that when promise, expectation and delivery are aligned, customers are both satisfied and
loyal. Once consistent delivery of that basic promise is achieved, then brands can identify 'delight' moments that are
truly meaningful to customers, and inspire them beyond loyalty, to advocacy."

For its "2017 InMoment CX Trends Report: The Power of Emotion and Personalization," InMoment polled 20,000
consumers and 10,000 brands across 12 countries, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Emotional experience
InMoment's survey asked consumers to share what they feel when having a positive customer experience.
"Satisfied" came in first with 38 percent, followed by "safe/reassured" at 14 percent and "important" with 12 percent.
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Qualitative statements from respondents show that for consumers to walk away from a retail experience with a
positive outlook, brands need only deliver on their promise, whether that is getting them the product they came in for
or honoring advertisements without a hassle.
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When asked the same question, brands also ranked "satisfied" first, but it was mentioned by only about a quarter of
respondents. They also differed in placing "part of something special" in third, with 14 percent to consumers' 7
percent.

When it comes to loyalty, there is a similar split, with brands underestimating satisfactions' role in creating a return
customer and weighing a sense of belonging too heavily.

InMoment advises against reaching for lofty emotional goals, which may in turn pull a retailer's focus away from
simply delivering.

Looking at negative experiences, consumers say they most often feel "disappointed," "frustrated" and "disrespected"
when things do not go right. These emotions vary slightly from country to country, with North Americans more apt to
be frustrated and Europeans generally angrier than those elsewhere.

While brands anticipate consumers' feelings of displeasure to a degree, they underestimate how intense shoppers'
emotions can be. Retailers also ranked disappointment first, but they gave that and other less severe emotions such
as "unsure" and "resigned" more points than consumers did.

On the other hand, they mentioned "angry" and "disrespected" far less than consumers.
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Consumer expectations are lower than brands believe, but when retailers do not deliver, the result is  an angry
customer who is apt not to return.

"First and foremost, deliver on [consumer's] expectations, and do so consistently," Dr. Warner said. "The exercise
of aligning these elements will help brands understand the differentiators their customers value and thus where to
focus special effort in elevating stand-out moments.

"Another factor the study explored was the area of personalization," he said. "Luxury brands have historically done a
fairly good job at personalizing the purchase experience, which isn't true for most sectors.

"In order to provide an elevated experience that drives loyalty and advocacy, brands must personalize other
moments -- specifically advertising and marketing messages, and support encounters. In addition, luxury brands
can do more to understand the expectations of new customers or emerging customer segments and deliver a
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differentiated experience that will impact lifetime brand-loyalty for them."

Personalized touch
One of the ways brands can provide effective service to an individual consumer is through personalization.
Marketers and customers agree that a tailored approach is most necessary in support, with the purchase path and
advertising coming in second and third.

In support, consumers want the representative they are speaking with to know about them and their history,
facilitating the conversation and service.
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Personalization can also impact a consumers' purchasing behavior. A previous survey conducted by InMoment
found that even with the rise of digital channels, frontline sales staff are far from obsolete.

The bricks-and-mortar shopping experience no longer exists in a vacuum, with consumers arriving at a store armed
with information from research conducted before or even during their trip. However, while shoppers spend about
twice as much in-store when they navigate to a brand's Web site while shopping, their expenditures grow to four
times more if they interact with both an associate and the brand's Web site while in-store (see story).

When it comes to personalization, retailers' ideas of their own capabilities are often inflated when compared to
consumers' assessments.

A TimeTrade report found that while 69 percent of retailers say they are delivering an individualized shopping
experience to customers all of the time, only 26 percent of consumers agree that the retailers are successfully
providing a consistent experience across all channels. This divide shows definite room for improvement among
retailers as they seek to provide a positive, personalized customer experience (see story).

"Due to the nature of the luxury market, brands in this sector have a particularly high bar when it comes to
personalization," Dr. Warner said.

"In order to scale the personalized luxury experience, brands must invest in the right technology, the right talent and
the right culture," he said. "This is the only way to consistently create and deliver authentic experiences that add deep
value at scale.

"Moreover, understanding the differences and similarities between customer segments and capitalizing on the
similarities, will help luxury brands scale those customer experience factors that have broad, positive impact."
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